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College Camps Now Drive Recruiting 

A key development  in recruiting is the elevated impact of on-campus college camps (often promoted as 
college "elite" camps) particularly relative to travel team tournaments. 
 
The growth of travel teams and events has been fueled, to a large degree, by the perception that they 
were essential to student-athletes being recruited. Today, quite the opposite is true. The explosion 
in the numbers of  travel teams and travel team events has actually marginalized their role in recruiting.  
 
There are so many teams and tournaments now that it's impossible for college coaches to cover them all 
due to simple logistics and budget constraints (symbolized by a recent boycott by college basketball 
coaches over the cost of player information packets and the cost and strain of travel).  Moreover, the 
reality is that these events are often held at times of the year when  college coaches aren't even 
permitted by the NCAA to personally watch prospective student-athletes compete. 
 
By accident or design, this phenomenon has heightened the impact and growth of college elite camps. 
For the savvy student-athlete and parent, these camps offer an opportunity to gain direct exposure to 
the coaches at that particular college holding the camp. Athletes are not only guaranteed to be seen by 
the school's  coaches but coaches are also permitted to coach and interact with student-athletes. In 
addition, athletes have the opportunity to become acquainted with the current players who typically 
work at these camps as well as get a feel for life on campus.  
 
An added benefit is that coaches from other local (typically lower level) colleges often attend these 
camps for recruiting and, since the numbers of athletes, games and venues  are much smaller and 
accessible than travel team tournaments, these coaches can be much more focused on their scouting - 
resulting in significantly enhanced  exposure for the participating student-athletes. 
 
It is critical, however, for athletes  to target the college elite camps at schools that are a fit athletically 
and academically - otherwise the result will be lost opportunity and money as these coaches won't have 
interest.  If you target the right college camps, even if they have never seen you play previously, the 
likelihood of their interest being piqued is much stronger since you are a strong match for them as well. 
 
Our evaluation service at RecruitU serves a key role in this process as we are able to determine the 
colleges that best match you based on your level of play, academic status and personal preferences. The 
short list that we provide you will make the targeting and selection of the appropriate college elite 
camps simple - making your recruiting process efficient and economical. For more information, go to  
RecruitUapp.com   or Contact Us 
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